
YEAR: 2
TERM: Autumn 1
TOPIC: Once upon a time

Our aim is to provide a living Christian school
environment where we strive for each child to develop
a passion for learning and a sense of excitement in
their own achievement and that of others.

RE
INTENT

To understand who a muslim in and
how they live their lives, focusing on
understanding who Allah and the
Prophet Muhammad is. .

Understanding what the Shahadah is
and understanding the role it plays in
a Muslim’s life.

Understand that muslims believe in a
God (Allah) and make connections
between Islam and Christianity.

Develop an understanding of the 99
names of Allah by making
connections to our own lives.

Be able to explain one of the names
of Allah in detail relating to its
characteristics.

Developing an understanding who
the Prophet Muhammad is using the
story of Muhammad and the cat.

Retell stories from Islam in small
groups, developing an understanding
of how the stories impact the lives of
muslims.

IMPACT
Children will be able to define who a
musilim is. They will understand the use
of the shahada and understand the prayer
rituals. Children will be able to
understand who Allah and the Prophet
Muhammad, whilst understanding the
way Muslims show them respect. Children
will be able to recognise and name the
Five Pillars of Islam.

SCIENCE
INTENT

To explore materials and understand
the permanent and non- permanent
changes that can occur.

Distinguish between man-made and
natural objects and organise these
objects using their classification and
properties.

Recognising treatment needed for
materials before use and understanding
properties of materials and their links to
use.

Explaining how physical force can change
the shape of a material

Predicting the effect heat may have on a
range of materials by noticing changes.

Explaining the effects of cooling on a
range of materials and understanding
the differences between a reversible and
irreversible change.

Planning an investigation to test the
effectiveness of a material for the three
little pigs’ new house.

IMPACT
Year 2 Scientists will identify and compare the
uses of a variety of everyday materials,
including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick,
rock, paper and cardboard. Discuss the use of
materials and how some materials are used
for more than one thing, or different
materials are used for the same thing. Work
scientifically: compare use of materials in and
around the school with materials found in
other locations. Observing closely, identifying
and classifying, recording observations.
Compare how things move on different
surfaces. Ask questions about the movement
of objects and compare movement by
measuring distance, ordering findings and
drawing results (as tables and charts), to
answer a question.

MUSIC
INTENT

To be able to identify,  compose and
improvise simple patterns within music.

Learn to sing and play repeated patterns in
the song ‘Music is in my soul’

Improvise simple repeated patterns for the
song ‘Music is in my soul’ Focusing on the
tuned percussion.

Apply our knowledge of simple patterns to
Jazz Music using the song ‘Hey Friends’.
Focusing on chanted rhythms.

Apply our improvisation skills  of simple
patterns to Jazz Music using the song ‘Hey
Friends’.  Using both tuned percussion and
chanted rhythms.

Understanding how music can connect
communities and lyrics often have a
deeper meaning.

Applying our knowledge and skills learnt to
a performance

IMPACT
Year 2 Musicians will be able to identify, repeat,
compose and improvise simple patterns. They
will build on prior knowledge and
understanding of finding a steady beat  within a
piece of music to help them to create simple
rhythmic patterns. Composing and
improvisation focuses will develop their
understanding about structure in music and
how ideas can be repeated or contrasted for
interest. Children will understand composing is
similar to writing a story with music, using both
music technology and graphic notation to
capture this.

PHSE
INTENT

To create our class learning character for
the year and understand our role within
our class.

Identify and discuss our hopes and fears
for the upcoming year.

Understand our rights and
responsibilities as a member of our class

Discussing our ideas about the rewards in
our classroom,, ensuring our class is a fair
and safe place.

Discussing our ideas about consequences
in our classroom, ensuring our class is a
fair and safe place.

Collaborating in creating a class charter
and developing an understanding of how
following a class charter will help me and
others learn.

Recognising the choices we make and
understanding the consequences of our
choices.

IMPACT
Year 2 children will recognise the
choices they make and understand the
consequences of these choices and
what feelings these may cause. Year 2
children will understand their rights and
responsibilities as a member of their
class. They will learn that they are
valued and can contribute to the
Learning Charter class. Year 2 children
will develop a class learning charter and
understand that it promotes and
supports a happy and safe place to
learn within.

Computing
INTENT

To understand the elements of
online safety and  be able to create
a simple program using an
algorithm.

To understand how to refine searches
and share work on purple mash with
others locally.

To open and send simple online
communications using Email.

To understand that information put
online leaves a digital footprint or trail
and begin to think critically about the
information we put online.

To understand what and algorithms is
and create a computer program using an
algorithm

To understand the collision detection
event and create a program using a given
design.

To understand that algorithms follow a
sequence and design that follows a timed
sequence.

IMPACT
Year 2 Children will be able to refine
searches whilst using a search tool. They
will develop their independence when
logging onto and off of chromebooks.
Children will have an understanding that
information left online is permanent
and they will begin to think critically
about their behaviour online. Year 2 will
be able to open and send emails using
the Purple mash 2respond. They will be
able to share work within purple mash.
define and use algorithms to create
simple programs.
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Our aim is to provide a living Christian school environment
where we strive for each child to develop a passion for
learning and a sense of excitement in their own achievement
and that of others.

Art
INTENT

To apply knowledge of colour
mixing to create tints. To create a
landscape using mixed media and
collage.

Focus on primary and secondary.
APPLYING COLOUR – Mixing colours to
create different shades.

Complete a painting in the style of an
artist by comparing/contrasting styles,
uses of shape, space, composition,
colour and technique.

Take photographs of landscapes to
explore perspective and capture
landscape examples.

Using mixed media to create a
background inspired by Turner/  Burrell.

Create a castle middle ground by
identifying traditional shapes.

Decorate and evaluate my own work and
the work of my peers through an
exhibition.

IMPACT
Year 2 artists will be able to mix a
range of secondary colours, shades
and tones.  Experiment with tools
and techniques, inc. layering,
mixing media, scraping through etc
Mix and match colours using
artefacts and objects. Create
textured collages from a variety of
media.

PE
INTENT

To join a variety of gymnastic
shapes, actions and movements to
make a short sequence. (Arena,
KS1, Sport-Gym)

Recap and practise basic gym shapes -
tuck, straddle, pike, squat and L shapes,
front/back/side support, -  and join them
with control into a basic sequence of
three.

Observe, copy and repeat various
movements using different parts of the
body (revisit ‘animal game’ Y1). Create a
variety of high quality short sequences
using different shapes and movement.

Use gym apparatus, choosing a variety of
controlled movements along the bench
and different shapes in safe jumping
using correct technique (e.g. star jump,
half turn if ready).

Practise balancing on ‘large’ and ‘small’
parts of the body, using apparatus to
give appropriate challenge, recognising
good balance shapes in others,
suggesting ways for others to improve.

Play the fitness game ‘washing machine’
describing the effect of exercises on the
body and choose a range of stretches.

IMPACT
Children can choose and
demonstrate different balanced
body shapes, and join these with
controlled movements using
different parts of the body into a
short sequence. They show
increasing skill in basic gymnastic
actions and apparatus use. They
can explain the effect that exercise
has on their breathing, heart beat
and body temperature.

Geography
INTENT

Great Explorers to be covered
in the Spring term

History
INTENT

To explore the development of
castles and to understand their use
in out of living memory

Plot castles on a map and explain
why they were built there using
collaboration.

Identify the similarities and
differences between castles.

Research and describe the life of a
knight.

Identify the key features of life
inside a castle.

Understand how an army may
attack or defend a castle.

Reenact the attack and defence of a
castle.

IMPACT
Year 2 historians will be able to
identify and reenact events beyond
living memory that reveal changes
to national life.
Children will be able to identify
significant historical time
periods/events/places/localities
whilst developing our chronological
understanding.

DT
INTENT

Making a … to be covered in
Autumn 2


